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Abstract The wireless networks faced ever changing demands on their 
spectrum and infrastructure resources. The future wireless systems are supposed 
to have an impact on the efficient use of spectrum, reduction of cost, 
optimization of service quality and realization of transparent operation across 
multi technology wireless networks. Smart antenna is one of the emerging 
technologies which can fulfill the requirement. As Smart antenna makes use of 
spatial division of the signal rather than spectrum division, they can be 

considered for improving the performance of wireless communication. Smart 
antennas also known as adaptive array antennas are arrays with smart signal 
processing algorithms and are used to estimate the Direction of arrival (DOA) 
of the signal, and can also be used to calculate the best weight vector for beam 
forming to track and locate the antenna beam on the mobile/ target. This paper 
presents a brief account on smart antenna (SA) system. The paper further 
explains the architecture and how adaptive antennas differ from the basic 
antenna. 

1   Introduction 

The explosive growth in the number of digital cellular subscribers is making service 
providers increasingly anxious with the limited capacities of their existing networks. 

This demand has brought in the deployment of Smart antenna systems throughout 

major metropolitan cellular networks. These Smart antenna systems have typically 

active multi beam technologies and provide considerable performance improvements 

in FDMA, TDMA and CDMA networks. This paper mainly concentrates on use of 

Smart antennas in mobile communications that enhances the capabilities of the mobile 

and cellular system such as faster bit rate, multi-use interference, space division 

multiplexing (SDMA), increase in range, multipath mitigation and reduction of errors 

due to multipath fading. The best application of Smart antenna is its suitability for 

demand based frequency allocation as flexible antenna pattern are obtained 
electronically and no mechanical movement of receiving antennas is necessary. The 

advantage of Smart antennas application in the mobile systems are decreased inter 

symbol interference, decreased co-channel interference and the adjacent channel  

interference, better bit error rate  due to decreased amount of multipath, reduction in 

power consumption and RF pollution. Smart antennas are most efficient for use in 

cognitive radio (software radio technology provides flexibility) and the greatest 

advantage of smart antenna is its high security. The main hindrance to high-

performance wireless communications is the intervention from other users (co 

channel interference), the inter-symbol interference (ISI) and signal fading caused by 

multipath. 

 

2 Smart Antennas 

The tremendous growth in the number of digital cellular subscribers is making 

service providers increasingly uncertain with the limited capacities of their existing 

networks. This demand has brought in the deployment of Smart antenna systems 

throughout major metropolitan cellular networks. These Smart antenna systems have 

typically active multi beam technologies and provide considerable performance 

improvements in FDMA, TDMA and CDMA networks. This paper mainly 

concentrates on use of Smart antennas in mobile communications that enhances the 

capabilities of the mobile and cellular system such as faster bit rate, multi-use 

interference, space division multiplexing (SDMA), increase in range, multipath 
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mitigation and reduction of errors due to multipath fading. The best application of 

Smart antenna is its suitability for demand based frequency allocation as flexible 

antenna pattern are obtained electronically and no mechanical movement of receiving 

antennas is necessary. The advantage of Smart antennas application in the mobile 

systems are decreased inter symbol interference, decreased co-channel interference 

and the adjacent channel  interference, better bit error rate  due to decreased amount 

of multipath, reduction in power consumption and RF pollution. Smart antennas are 

most efficient for use in cognitive radio (software radio technology provides 

flexibility) and the greatest advantage of smart antenna is its high security. The main 

hindrance to high-performance wireless communications is the intervention from 
other users (co channel interference), the inter-symbol interference (ISI) and signal 

fading caused by multipath. 

 

 
Fig 1 Beamformer 

 
 

3 Features and Benefits of a Smart Antenna System  

 

 
A smart antenna system is to augment the signal quality of the radio-based system 

through more focused transmission of radio signals while enhancing capacity through 

increased frequency reuse. Signal gain is obtained by combining inputs from multiple 

antennas to optimize available power required to establish given level of coverage. 
Interference Rejection can be obtained by generating antenna pattern towards co 

channel meddling sources, improving the signal to-interference ratio of the received 

signals. This improves the capacity. Spatial Division multiple access continually 

adapts to the radio environment through Smart antenna by providing each user with 

uplink and downlink signals of the highest possible quality and can adapt the 

frequency allocation to where the most users are located. Lower power consumption 

reduces not only interferences but also reduces RF pollution (ease health hazard).The 

use of Smart Antenna will reduce diesel consumption in cellular communication 

drastically. 

 

 

4 Smart Antenna Configurations 

 

 
There are two major configurations of smart antennas. One is switched beam and 

other is Adaptive array. In switched beam there are a finite number of fixed 

predefined patterns and in adaptive array there are theoretically scenario based infinite 

number of patterns that are adjusted in real time according to the spatial changes of 

user and interferer. In the presence of low noise both types show significant gains 

over the conventional sectorised systems. However, when a high level noise is 
present, the interference rejection capability of the adaptive systems give more 

coverage than either the conventional and switched beam systems. Switched beam 

and adaptive array systems enable a base station to customize the beams they generate 

for each distant user effectively by means of internal response control. Generally 

speaking, adaptive array concept ensures that the main signal get maximum 

enhancement while the interfering signal receive maximum suppression. 

 

 

5 Switched Beam Systems  

 

 
Switched lobe antenna array has an array of directional antenna elements all 

covering different areas. The element in the direction of the device in which 

communication is to take place is used to transmit and receive. Switched beam 

approach further divides macro-sectors into several micro sectors as a means of 
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improving range and size. If a device moves out of the beam of an element the 

antenna should switch to transmit and receive on an element that will reach the 

device. Each micro-sector contains a prearranged fixed beam pattern with the greatest 

sensitivity located in the center of the beam and less sensitivity elsewhere. The design 

of such systems includes high-gain, narrow azimuthally beam width antenna elements 

.Switched lobe antennas integrate well with existing normal antennas. When a smart 

antenna directs its main lobe with enhanced gain in the way of the user, it naturally 

forms side lobes and nulls or areas of medium and minimal gain respectively in 

directions away from the main lobe.  

 

 
Fig. 2 Beamforming lobes for Switched beam and Adaptive array 

 

 

6 Adaptive Antenna Systems 

 
 

Adaptive arrays can provide both interference protection and reliable signal 

acquisition and tracking in communication systems. The radiation characteristics of 

these arrays are adaptively changing according to changes and requirements of the 

radiation environment. They have well known advantages for providing flexible, 
rapidly configurable beam forming and null steering patterns. Adaptive arrays are 

similar to dynamically phased array, but more intelligent as it takes into account a 

greater number of factors. The adaptive antenna systems approach communication 

between a user and base station in a different way, in result adding a measurement of 

space. An adaptive array adapts to its environment by taking into account other 

interfering devices and multiple signal paths, By altering to an RF environment as it 

changes, adaptive antenna technology can dynamically change the signal patterns to 

near infinity to optimize the performance of the wireless system and provides a much 

better signal to noise ratio giving clearer communication to the device. Adaptive 

antenna arrays are commonly equipped with signal processors which can 

automatically adjust by a simple adaptive technique the variable antenna weights of a 

signal processor so as to maximize the signal to noise ratio. 

 

 

 
Fig. 3 Switched beam and adaptive beam coverage pattern 
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5. Comparison of Switched Beam and Adaptive Array Systems  

5.1. Switched beam systems form multiple fixed beams with maximum sensitivity in 
particular directions. Basically it detects the signal strength and chooses from one of 

the several predetermined patterns and switches from one beam to the other as the 

cellular phone moves through the sector. Adaptive antenna technology can adjust to 

the RF environment and dynamically alter the signal patterns to optimize the 

performance of the wireless system. They provide more degree of freedom as they 

have the capability to adapt in real time.  

5.2. Switched beam systems can increase base station range over normal sectored 
cells, depending on environmental conditions and the hardware/software used. This 

can save an operator substantial infrastructure costs and that means it can 

substantially lower the prices for clients. Instead of shaping the directional antenna 

pattern, switched beams try to combine the outputs to form directional beams with 

more spatial selectivity. The active swapping from beam to beam conserves capacity 

because the system does not send all signals in all directions. In comparison, adaptive 

array systems have the ability to share the spectrum and because of accurate tracking 

and good interference rejection capabilities multiple users can share the same 
conventional channel within the same cell.  They can also cover a larger area with the 

same power levels as a switched beam system. 

5.3. Switched beam antennas subdivides macrosectors into microsectors and each 

microsector contains a predetermined, fixed beam pattern with the greatest gain 

placed in the centre of the beam and when the mobile user is in the vicinity of a 
microsector, the switched beam selects the beam containing the strongest signal and it 

lessens the interference arriving from directions away from the active beam's focus. 

Better performance can be achieved with integrated, embedded systems of fixed 

multibeam antennas, which can improve the signal detection on the uplink by making 

use of the signals from all the available paths in the beam. They are normally used 

only for greeting because of the system's unclear perception of the location of the 

received signal. Also, because their beams are fixed, sensitivity can be erratic as the 

user moves through the sector. The main advantage of adaptive antenna arrays is their 

ability to steer the beams towards the users and nulls toward the interfering signals as 

they move around a sector. Adaptive array technology presently offers interference 

refusal.   

5.4. The most sophisticated utilization of the smart antenna technology is SDMA, 

which is spatial processing capability which enables it to locate many users by 

creating different beams for different users. The SDMA scheme is based upon the 

concept that a signal arriving from a distant source reaches different antennas in an 

array at different times due to their spatial distribution and this delay is used to 

differentiate one or more users in one area from those in another area. This adaptive 
array technology accomplishes superior levels of interference suppression capability 

while greatly increasing frequency reuse resulting in increased capacity and reduced 

infrastructure cost. 
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Fig. 4 Fully adaptive spatial processing 

6 Adaptive Beam Forming and DOA Algorithms 

A possible scenario in antenna array communication is to use first a DOA Algorithm 

to resolve the angles of arrivals of all signals, then separate signal of interest(SOI) and 

signal not of interest(SNOI),and then use a beam former to direct the maximum 

radiation of the antenna pattern towards the SOI. At the same time nulls can be placed 
towards the SNOI. In adaptive beam forming the goal is to adapt the beam by 

adjusting the gain and phase on each element such that a desirable pattern is formed. 

The beamforming is implemented in software, a wide range of beam forming 

algorithms can be investigated without modifying the system hardware for every 

algorithm. Consequently efforts can be put into improving the performance of beam 

forming algorithm rather than designing new hardware which can be a very 

complicated process. One of the main concerns in all practical situations is to develop 

algorithms which provide fast convergence of the adaptive coefficients. The simplest 

algorithm is the Least Mean Squared (LMS) algorithm which has the advantage of 

low complexity and simplicity of implementation. It minimizes iteratively the Mean 

square error (MSE). Lot of research work is going on in this area. The adaptive 
algorithms are supposed to achieve the best weight vector for beam forming by 

iterative means. The algorithm is decided based on the convergence rate and the 

steady state error. 

 
Fig. 5 Block Diagram Smart Antenna 

7 Conclusion  

The advantages and disadvantages of the two main categories of smart antennas 

switched beam antennas and adaptive arrays are discussed. Different adaptive 

algorithms which are used for array processing are discussed. Smart antennas with 

spatial processing can also provide substantial improvement when used with the 

TDMA and CDMA digital communication systems. Spatial filtering using smart 

antennas has emerged as a promising technique to improve the performance of 
cellular mobile systems. Exploiting different characteristics of smart antennas can 

lead to several operational benefits for a communication system. It is rightfully 

claimed that the performance requirement of a future cellular communication is 

impossible without using Smart antennas. 
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